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1. Introduction/Motivation
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What are nuclear forces ?
Atom

(Neutral)
Nucleus

(Positive charge)

Electron
(Negative charge)

1897

Proton
(Positive charge)

1918

Neutron
(Neutral)

1932

10�8 cm

10�12 cm

What binds protons and neutrons inside a nucleus ? gravity: too weak

Coulomb: repulsive/noneNew force (nuclear force) ?
Stronger than Coulomb force but short-range
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Meson theory 1935 Hideki Yukawa

• Nucleons (protons and neutrons) interact with each other by exchanging virtual 
particles.

• the interaction range is proportional to the inverse of the virtual particle’s mass 

• -> the virtual particles are heavier than electrons but lighter than nucleons 

• ->(π)“meson” 

Ex. Electromagnetic forces
exchange of photon (light)

electron

� �

electronphoton

Nuclear forces
exchange of π meson

npe e
proton neutron

π meson

π

Feynman diagram

Yukawa potential

V (r) =
g2

4!

e!m!r

r

Coulomb potential

V (r) =
e2

4�

1
r
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1949 Nobel prize
(1st in Japan)

1953 Research Institute for Fundamental Physics (RITP)
Yukawa
1st director

Tomonaga

1990 Yukawa Institute for Fundamental Physics (YITP)

Main building
1995~

Yukawa Hall 
and

his statue

60th Anniversary
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Nuclear force is a basis for understanding ...

• Structure of ordinary and hyper nuclei

• Structure of neutron star 

• Ignition of Type II SuperNova

!

Nuclear Forces from Lattice QCD

Chiral  Dynamics 09,  Bern, July 7, 2009

S. Aoki, T. Doi,  T. Inoue,  K. Murano, K. Sasaki  (Univ. Tsukuba)

T. Hatsuda, Y. Ikeda, N. Ishii (Univ. Tokyo)

H. Nemura (Tohoku Univ.)

T. Hatsuda  (Univ. Tokyo)

HAL QCD Collaboration
(Hadrons to Atomic Nuclei Lattice QCD Collaboration)

NN, YN, YY, 3N

forces from LQCD

Neutron

matter

quark

Matter?

Atomic nuclei Neutron starHadrons
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Modern nuclear forces after Yukawa
Nuclear Potential

repulsive

attractive

distance between nucleons

fm = 10�13cmr

� One-pion exchange
Yukawa (1935)

�repulsive
core

� Repulsive core
Jastrow  (1951)

��������...

� Multi-pions
Taketani et al.
(1951)

Key features of the Nuclear force 

Modern high precision 
NN forces (90’s-)

One-pion exchange

Yukawa(1935)

� One-pion exchange
Yukawa (1935)

�repulsive
core

� Repulsive core
Jastrow  (1951)

��������...

� Multi-pions
Taketani et al.
(1951)

Key features of the Nuclear force 

Modern high precision 
NN forces (90’s-)

Multi-pions/heavy mesons

Taketani et al.(1951)

Repulsive core

� One-pion exchange
Yukawa (1935)

�repulsive
core

� Repulsive core
Jastrow  (1951)

��������...

� Multi-pions
Taketani et al.
(1951)

Key features of the Nuclear force 

Modern high precision 
NN forces (90’s-)

Jastrow(1951)
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Repulsive Core
Importance of Repulsive core

stability of matters

Nucleus

Nucleus collapses without repulsive core !

explosion of type II supernova 

gravitational collapse 
bounds due to RC

ignition of explosion
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Nuclear Force and Neutron Star 

��max � ��0)

PSR1913+16

Neutron star binary

Pressure balance  

gravity
Repulsive core

Fermi pressure

Oppenheimer-Volkov(1939)

NN

NNN

Maximum mass of neutron stars

Nuclear Forces from Lattice QCD

Chiral  Dynamics 09,  Bern, July 7, 2009

S. Aoki, T. Doi,  T. Inoue,  K. Murano, K. Sasaki  (Univ. Tsukuba)

T. Hatsuda, Y. Ikeda, N. Ishii (Univ. Tokyo)

H. Nemura (Tohoku Univ.)

T. Hatsuda  (Univ. Tokyo)

HAL QCD Collaboration
(Hadrons to Atomic Nuclei Lattice QCD Collaboration)

NN, YN, YY, 3N

forces from LQCD

Neutron

matter

quark

Matter?

Atomic nuclei Neutron starHadrons

sustains neutron stars against 
gravitational collapse

Nuclear Force and Neutron Star 

��max � ��0)

PSR1913+16

Neutron star binary

Pressure balance  

gravity
Repulsive core

Fermi pressure

Oppenheimer-Volkov(1939)

NN

NNN

Nuclear Force and Neutron Star 

��max � ��0)

PSR1913+16

Neutron star binary

Pressure balance  

gravity
Repulsive core

Fermi pressure

Oppenheimer-Volkov(1939)

NN

NNN

J1614-2230

APR
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Origin of Repulsive Core

Although there have been many attempt to explain the origin of Repulsive Core 
(ex. introduction of ω meson by Yoichiro Nambu), no definite explanation exists.

The internal structure of nucleons becomes important at such short distances.

The understanding the Nuclear Forces, in particular, the origin of the repulsive core,
is the one of the most fundamental unsolved problems in Elementary Particle and 
Nuclear physics.

In this talk I will explain our effort to answer this question.
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Plan of my talk

1. Introduction/Motivation
2.Difficulties
3.Our strategy 
4.Nuclear potentials and repulsive core
5.Conclusions and some remarks
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2. Difficulties
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Quarks: Internal structure of nucleons
More than several hundreds of hadrons 
(proton, neutron, meson, and others) 
have been found in experiments.

Hadrons are no more elementary particles !

Hadrons are made of  more fundamental objects, named “quarks”.

Baryons (3 quarks) Mesons (quark and anti-quark)

proton(uud) neutron(udd)

π mesons

–

proton and neutron are made of two-types of quarks, up(u) and down(d).

π meson are made of u,d and their anti-particles.
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1973: Kobayashi and Maskawa predicted existences of 6 types(“flavor”) of quarks.

Kobayashi Maskawa, 
7th director of YITP

quark

up

down

charm top

strange bottom

charge 2e/3

charge -e/3

2008 Nobel prize
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QCD (Quantum ChromoDynamics)
QCD: theory for dynamics of quarks and gluon

gluon

proposed by Nambu

quarks interact by exchanging gluons

quark quark
quark

quark

qluon“color” charge

gluons interact with themselves

qluon qluon

qluon

building blocks

self-interaction

red blue green
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Properties of QCD

Asymptotic freedom forces becomes weaker at shorter distances

Gross Politzer Wilczek

2004 Nobel prize

Quark confinement forces becomes stronger at longer distances

no isolated quark can be observed

gluon

quark

quark confinement

structure of nucleon
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Nuclear force from QCD ?

“Even now, it is impossible to completely describe nuclear forces beginning 

with a fundamental equation.  But since we know that nucleons themselves are 
not elementary, this is like asking if one can exactly deduce the characteristics 

of a very complex molecule starting from Schroedinger equation, a practically 
impossible task.” 

Y. Nambu, “Quarks � Frontiers in Elementary Particle Physics”,  World Scientific  (1985)          

Challenge to Nambu’s statement Nambu

Yukawa theory QCD

？
One of the most challenging problems 
in Elementary Particle and Nuclear physics.
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Lattice QCD
quark confinement force in QCD is strong perturbation theory 

based on weak coupling 

“Lattice QCD”

continuous space-time discrete space-time (lattice) 
approximate

L

a

• well-defined statistical system (finite a and L)
• gauge invariant
• fully non-perturbative

Monte-Carlo
simulations

define QCD on a lattice
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Lattice QCD (continue)

q(x)

x x + µ̂
quark

anti-quark

gluon (lives on link)
Uµ(x) = eigAµ(x) = 1 + igAµ(x) +

(igAµ(x))2

2!
+ · · ·

non-perturbative !
average by path-integral

Grassmann variables

�O(q, q̄, U)� =
�
D qDq̄DU exp[q̄ D(U) q + SG(U)]O(q, q̄, U)

observable

very large sparse matrix

� SU(3)
SU(3) matrix

q̄(x + µ̂)
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Monte-Carlo method
After integral over Grassmann variables

�O(q, q̄, U)� =
�
D qDq̄DU exp[q̄ D(U) q + SG(U)]O(q, q̄, U)

=
�
DU det D(U)eSG(U)Ô(U)

probability of U � P (U)

Importance sampling according to P(U) “Monte-Carlo simulations”

calculate complicated QCD processes by computer simulations

uses of super-computers are required 

Yet calculations are not so easy. 
Recently hadron masses have been accurately calculated. (1-body problem)
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Hadron mass calculations

creation/annihilation of quark-antiquark pair

“effect of det D(U)”
set det D(U) = 1 : quenched approximation

= C0e
�E0|x�y| + C1e

�E1|x�y| + · · ·

x
y

En =
�

m2
n + p2

extract the smallest value, E0, at large |x� y| hadron mass m0
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The state of arts for hadron masses
•

⇥

0
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S
X

D

S*
X*
O

experiment

width

QCDinputs

input

Meson
Quarks PesudoScala(0) Vector(1)
ūu ! d̄d !0 "0

d̄u, ūd !± "±

ūu + d̄d # $
s̄d, d̄s K0, K̄0 (K!)0, (K̄!)0
s̄u, ūs K± (K!)±

s̄s #s %

Baryon
Quarks Octet( 1

2 ) Decouplet( 3
2 )

uuu !++

uud p !+

udd n !!

ddd !0

uus "+ ("")+
uds "0, #0 ("")0
dds "! ("")!
uss $0 ($")0
dss $! ($")!
sss %

N �

�
�
�

��

��

�

K
K�

�
an agreement between lattice QCD and 
experiments is good.

BMW collaboration
Sciences 322(2008)1224a ! 0
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PACS-CS Collaboration (our group)
Phys. Rev. D79 (2009) 034503

0.5
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!
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$
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$
'

%
'

(

mass [GeV]

Experiment

), K, ( input

a �= 0

Now hadron masses can be accurately calculated. 
Next step:  “Hadron interactions” (NN potentials ?)

Remark: It is difficult to make quark mass as small as the “experimental” value in numerical 
simulations.  Extrapolations from heavier quark masses are usually made.
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Difficulties for NN potentials
1. Interactions (2-body problem) are numerically much more difficult than masses(1-body 
problem). more complicated diagrams, larger volume, 

more Monte-Carlo sampling, etc.

2. Definition of potential in quantum theories ?

V (x)classical quantum V (x) potential is an input

no classical  NN potentials VNN (x)QCD ? output from QCD

Faster super-computer.

Blue Gene/L @ KEK, Tsukuba, Japan
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3. Our strategy
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Our proposal Full details: Aoki, Hatsuda & Ishii, 
PTP123(2010)89.

We define some quantity in QCD from

NBS(Nambu-Bethe-Salpeter) wave function r
�E(r) = �0|N(x + r)N(x)|NN, E�

Step 1

Important property

partial wave

�E(r) � Al
sin(kr � l�/2 + �l(k))

kr r = |r|!1

Lin et al., 2001; CP-PACS, 2004/2005

E = 2
�

k2 + m2

scattering phase shift in QCD

NBS wave function = a scattering wave of quantum theory (QCD) .

Step 2 define non-local but energy-independent “potential” as 

[�k �H0]�E(x) =
�

d3y U(x,y)�E(y)

non-local potential
!k =

k2

2µ

H0 =
!"2

2µ

µ = mN/2
reduced mass
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Step 3 expand the non-local potential in terms of derivative as U(x,y) = V (x,r)�3(x� y)

V (x,�) = VLO(x) + O(�)

Step 4 extract the local potential at LO as VLO(x) =
[�k �H0]�E(x)

�E(x)

Step 5 solve the Schroedinger Eq. in the infinite volume with this potential.

phase shifts and binding energy below inelastic threshold

NN ! NN

E < Eth = 2mN + m�

NN ! NN + others

(NN ! NN + !, NN + N̄N, · · ·)
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This procedure gives a new method to extract phase shift from QCD. HAL QCD method

HAL QCD Collaboration Sinya Aoki (Kyoto U.)
Bruno Charron* (U. Tokyo)
Takumi Doi (Riken)
Faisal Etminan* (U. Tsukuba)
Tetsuo Hatsuda (Riken)
Yoichi Ikeda (Riken)
Takashi Inoue (Nihon U.)
Noriyoshi Ishii (U. Tsukuba)
Keiko Murano (Riken)
Hidekatsu Nemura (U. Tsukuba)
Kenji Sasaki (U. Tsukuba)
Masanori Yamada* (U. Tsukuba)

*PhD Students
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4. Nuclear potentials 
and 

repulsive core
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Our super-computer

S. Aoki T. Hatsuda N. Ishii

Blue Gene/L @ KEK, Tsukuba, Japan

10 racks,  57.3 TFlops peak

We have used 4000 hours of 512 Node
(half-rack, 2.87TFlops) in 2006.

Ishii-Aoki-Hatsuda, PRL90(2007)0022001

1st result
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Two Nucleon system

Consider L=0, P(parity)=+

spin
1
2
! 1

2
= 1 " 0

!!

!!
!" + "! !" # "!2S+1LJ

3S1
1S0

r n

L :orbital angular momentum

S: spin

p
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NN potential 

Qualitative features of NN potential including repulsive core are reproduced !

our result (quenched QCD) potential from experiments

prediction from Yukawa theory

(1)attractions at medium and long distances 
(2)repulsion at short distance(repulsive core)

a=0.137 fm L=4.4fm m! ! 0.53 GeV

1S0
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Frank Wilczek:
Yukawa-Tomonaga symposium

(Kyoto University, January 23rd, 2007)

üüüüFrank WilczekŘ�
á�Ll��À�M¾TÂ� 
 (�Î<?ý1já23e, 2007) 

http://tkynt2.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~hatsuda/Wilczek_talk.pdf 
 F. Wilczek, "Hard-core revelations", Nature 445, 156-157 (2007)

Ishii-Aoki-Hatsuda, Physical Review Letters 90(2007)0022001
This paper has been selected as one of 21 papers in Nature Research Highlights 2007.
(One from Physics, Two from Japan, the other is on “iPS” by Sinya Yamanaka et al. )

“The achievement is both a computational tour de force and a triumph for theory.”

Some responses
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Origin of the repulsive core ?

quarks are “fermion” two can not occupy the same position. (“Pauli principle”)

 they have 3 colors(red,blue,green),  2 spin(          ), 2 flavors(up,down)� �

!"#$%&'()*$+++$(,$(-.)%/0*/$1

1. Matter(nuclei) cannot be stable without the “repulsive core (RC)”.

2. Neutron star & supernova explosion cannot exist without the “RC”. 

3. QCD description should be essential for the “RC”.

4. SU(3) ? (NN ! YN ! YY) ! basis of hypernuclear physics @ J-PARC

23&,/()*,

1. What is the physical origin of the repulsion ?

2. The repulsive core is universal or channel dependent  ?

Note: RC is not related to Pauli principle

+
6 quark can occupy the same position

u u ud d u� �� � ��

p� p�

but allowed color combinations are limited + interaction among quarks

repulsive core ?
?
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What happen if strange quarks are added ?
�(uds) - �(uds) interaction

u ud d ss� � �� ��

all color combinations are allowed

?
no repulsive core ?
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Fit

Our lattice QCD result
Inoue et al. (HAL QCD Coll.), Progress of  Theoretical Physics 124(2010)591 

Indeed, attractive instead of repulsive
 core appears.

This suggests that “Pauli principle” is important for the repulsive core. 

Force is attractive at all distances.  Bound state ?

flavor SU(3) limit

mu = md = ms
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u d s

U d s

H-dibaryon:  
a possible six quark state(uuddss) 

predicted by the model but not observed yet.

solve Schroedinger equation with this potential. One bound state (H-dibaryon) exists !
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 0
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E 0
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]

Root-mean-square distance   ��r2�   [fm]

H-dibaryonMPS = 1171 [MeV]
MPS = 1015 [MeV]
MPS = 837 [MeV]
MPS = 672 [MeV]
MPS = 469 [MeV]

An H-dibaryon exists in the flavor SU(3) limit.
Binding energy = 25-50 MeV at this range of quark mass.
A mild quark mass dependence.
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5. Conclusions 
and 

some remarks
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Conclusions
• the potential method (HAL QCD method) is new but very useful to investigate not only 

the nuclear force but also general baryonic interactions in (lattice) QCD.

• some understanding of repulsive cores

• the method can be easily applied also to meson-baryon and meson-meson interactions.

Potentials from 
lattice QCD

Nuclear Physics
with these potentials

Neutron stars
Supernova explosion

Our strategy

Nuclear Forces from Lattice QCD

Chiral  Dynamics 09,  Bern, July 7, 2009

S. Aoki, T. Doi,  T. Inoue,  K. Murano, K. Sasaki  (Univ. Tsukuba)

T. Hatsuda, Y. Ikeda, N. Ishii (Univ. Tokyo)

H. Nemura (Tohoku Univ.)

T. Hatsuda  (Univ. Tokyo)

HAL QCD Collaboration
(Hadrons to Atomic Nuclei Lattice QCD Collaboration)

NN, YN, YY, 3N

forces from LQCD

Neutron

matter

quark

Matter?

Atomic nuclei Neutron starHadrons
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Some remarks (as back-up)
Remarks on our “potentials”

1. “Potentials”  are NOT observables, and therefore can NOT be directly measured. 

scheme dependent such as choice of nucleon operator N(x)

analogy: running coupling in QCD

experimental data of scattering phase shifts potentials, but not unique 

mid-range
attraction

mid-range
attraction

short-range 
repulsion

short-range 
repulsion

Nijmegen partial-wave analysis,
Stoks et al., Phys.Rev. C48 (1993) 792

NN interactions
critical inputs in nuclear physics

2S+1LJ

deuteronvirtual state

useful to “understand” physics

analogy: asymptotic freedom
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“Potentials” are useful tools to extract observables such as scattering phase shift. 

One may adopt a convenient definition of potentials as long as they reproduce correct 
physics of QCD.  

our choice: HAL QCD scheme 

Non-relativistic approximation is NOT used.  We just take the specific (equal-time) flame.

[�k �H0]�E(x) =
�

d3y U(x,y)�E(y)

U(x,y) = V (x,r)�3(x� y) The derivative expansion is a part of our scheme.
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2. Convergence of the derivative expansion 

If the higher order terms in the derivative expansion are large, LO potentials determined 
from NBS wave functions at different energy become different.

Numerical check in quenched QCD K. Murano, N. Ishii, S. Aoki, T. Hatsuda 

m! ! 0.53 GeV a=0.137fm, L=4.0 fm

PTP 125 (2011)1225.
(16)�)0�#)) �%,�-$!� !+%/�-%/!�!1*�(,%)(�����)(-� �

������
����.+�()��--%�!���
�

*$�,!�,$%"-,�"+)'�*)-!(-%�&,

�����	��!� ������

� �"�!!���'�&�%�#�-��(�'�$&(���'(�#�����&��!!-�'"�!!�

� ��(������#��()#�#��$�����$&������(+$�%��'��'���('���&���
� ��&�*�(�*���,%�#'�$#�+$& '�

�����&���&�*�(�*���$#(&��)(�$#��'�'"�!!

� ����!$��!�%$(�#(��!��'�*�!����#�(����#�&�-�&���$#���
���	�����

)(
)()()( 0

x
xHErV

E

E
C �

�

�
��

�Higher order terms turn out to be very small at low energy in HAL scheme.

Note: convergence of the velocity expansion can be checked within this method. 
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3. Full QCD calculation 
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It has a reasonable shape. The strength is weaker due to the heavier quark mass.

Need calculations at physical quark mass on “K” computer.

O(10)Peta Flops supercomputer

1016 = 10 Peta
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tokyo, November 14, 2011 � RIKEN and Fujitsu have taken the No. 1 position for the �K computer (*1) on the 38th 
TOP500 (*2) list announced today in the US (November 14, PST), for a consecutive two terms in a row. The K computer, 
currently under joint development, was designated as being the world�s fastest supercomputer. The TOP500 was 
previously announced in June 2011.  
 
The TOP500-ranked K computer system has 864 computer racks equipped with a total of 88,128 CPUs. The system 
achieved the world�s best LINPACK (*3) benchmark performance of 10.51 petaflops (quadrillion floating-point operations 
per second) with a computer efficiency ratio of 93.2%.  
 
Top 10 Supercomputers on the TOP500 List 
 

Rank Computer Site Vendor Country 
Maximal 
LINPACK 

performance 
achieved 

1 K computer 

RIKEN Advanced 
Institute for 

Computational Science 
(AICS) 

Fujitsu Japan 10,510 

2 Tianhe-1A 
National 

Supercomputing Center 
in Tianjin 

NUDT China 2,566 

3 Jaguar DOE/SC/Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory Cray Inc. US 1,759 

4 Nebulae 
National 

Supercomputing Centre 
in Shenzhen (NSCS) 

Dawning China 1,271 

5 TSUBAME 2.0 GSIC Center, Tokyo 
Institute of Technology NEC/HP Japan 1,192 

6 Cielo DOE/NNSA/LANL/SNL Cray Inc. US 1,110 

7 Pleiades NASA/Ames Research 
Center/NAS SGI US 1,088 

8 Hopper DOE/SC/LBNL/NERSC Cray Inc. US 1,054 

9 Tera-100 
Commissariat a 

l�Energie Atomique 
(CEA) 

Bull SA France 1,050 

10 Roadrunner DOE/NNSA/LANL IBM US 1,042 
 
 
The certification ceremony will be held at SC11, the International Conference for High Performance Computing, 
Networking, Storage and Analysis, being held in Seattle, Washington in the United States. The ceremony is scheduled 
to take place on November 15, 2011 PST (November 16, 2011 in Japan).  
 
Glossary and Terms 
1. K computer  
The K computer, which is being jointly developed by RIKEN and Fujitsu, is part of the High-Performance Computing 
Infrastructure (HPCI) initiative led by Japan's Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). 
Configuration of the K computer began in the end of September 2010, with availability for shared use scheduled for 2012. 
The "K computer" is the nickname RIKEN has been using for the supercomputer of this project since July 2010. "K" 
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V (x,!) = V0(r) + V!(r)(!1 · !2) + VT (r)S12 + VLS(r)L · S + O(!2)
tensor force LS force
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Figure 8: (Left) The spin-triplet central potential VC(r)(1,0) obtained from the orbital A+
1 !T+

2 coupled
channel in quenched QCD at m! " 529 MeV. (Right) The tensor potential VT (r) from the orbital
A+

1 ! T+
2 coupled channel. For these two figures, symbols are same as in Fig. 7(Left). Taken from

Ref. [30].
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Figure 9: (Left) 2+1 flavor QCD results for the central potential and tensor potentials at m! " 701
MeV. (Right) Quenched results for the same potentials at m! " 731 MeV. Taken from Ref. [33].

4.4 Full QCD results

Needless to say, it is important to repeat calculations of NN potentials in full QCD on larger volumes
at lighter pion masses. The PACS-CS collaboration is performing 2 + 1 flavor QD simulations, which
cover the physical pion mass[31, 32]. Gauge configurations are generated with the Iwasaki gauge action
and non-perturbatively O(a)-improved Wilson quark action on a 323 # 64 lattice. The lattice spacing a
is determined from m!, mK and m! as a " 0.091 fm, leading to L " 2.9 fm. Three ensembles of gauge
configurations are used to calculate NN potentials at (m!,mN) "(701 MeV, 1583 MeV), (570 MeV,
1412 MeV) and (411 MeV,1215 MeV )[33] .

Fig. 9(Left) shows the NN local potentials obtained from the PACS-CS configurations at E " 0
and m! = 701 MeV, which is compared with the previous quenched results at comparable pion mass
m! " 731 MeV but at a " 0.137 fm, given in Fig. 9(Right). Both the repulsive core at short distance
and the tensor potential become significantly enhanced in full QCD. The attraction at medium distance
tends to be shifted to outer region, while its magnitude remains almost unchanged. These di!erences
may be caused by dynamical quark e!ects. For more definite conclusion on this point, a more controlled
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Murano et al. (HAL QCD), arXiv:1305.2293[hep-lat]
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3. Three nuclear force (3NF)

V3N(x1 � x3,x2 � x3) =
�

i<j

V2N(xi � xj) + V3NF(x1 � x3,x2 � x3)
2-body potential 3-body potential 

Doi et al. (HAL QCD), PTP 127 (2012) 723
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Figure 24: (Left) The wave function with linear setup in the triton channel. Red, blue, brown points
correspond to !S, !M , !3D1 , respectively. (Right) The scalar/isoscalar TNF in the triton channel,
plotted against the distance r = |r12/2| in the linear setup. Taken from Ref. [58].

the TNF can be extracted unambiguously in this channel, without the information of parity-odd 2N
potentials.

Same gauge configurations used for the e!ective 2N potential study are employed in the numerical
simulations. Fig. 24(Left) gives each wave function of !S = 1!

2
(!"1S0 +"3S1), !M " 1!

2
(+"1S0 +"3S1),

"3D1 as a function of r = |r12/2| in the triton channel at t ! t0 = 8. Among three !S dominates the
wave function, since !S contains the component for which all three nucleons are in S-wave.

By subtracting the V2N from the total potentials in the 3N system, the TNF is detemined. Fig. 24
(Right) shows results for the scalar/isoscalar TNF, where the r-independent shift by energies is not
included, and thus about O(10) MeV systematic error is understood. There are various physical im-
plications in Fig. 24 (Right). At the long distance region of r, the TNF is small as is expected. At
the short distance region, the indication of the repulsive TNF is observed. Recalling that the repulsive
short-range TNF is phenomenologically required to explain the saturation density of nuclear matter,
etc., this is very encouraging result. Of course, further study is necessary to confirm this result, e.g., the
study of the ground state saturation, the evaluation of the constant shift by energies, the examination
of the discretization error.

8.2 Meson-baryon interactions

The potential method can be naturally extended to the meson-baryon systems and the meson-meson
systems. In this subsection, two applications of the potential method to the meson-baryon system are
discussed.

The first application is the study of the KN interaction in the I(JP ) = 0(1/2") and 1(1/2")
channels in the potential method. These channels may be relevant for the possible exotic state "+,
whose existence is still controversial.

The KN potentials in isospin I = 0 and I = 1 channels have been calculated in 2 + 1 full
QCD simulations, employing 700 gauge configurations on a 163 # 32 lattice at a = 0.121(1) fm and
(m!,mK ,mN) = (871(1), 912(2), 1796(7)) in unit of MeV[60].

Fig. 25 shows the NBS wave functions of the KN scatterings in the I = 0 (left) and I = 1 (right)
channels. The large r behavior of the NBS wave functions in both channels do not show a sign of bound
state, though more detailed analysis is needed with larger volumes for a definite conclusion. On the
other hand, the small r behavior of the NBS wave functions suggests the repulsive interaction at short
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correspond to !S, !M , !3D1 , respectively. (Right) The scalar/isoscalar TNF in the triton channel,
plotted against the distance r = |r12/2| in the linear setup. Taken from Ref. [58].
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Applications to nuclear/astro-physics

Inoue et al. (HAL QCD Coll.), in preparation

1. Equation of State for nuclear matter 
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Nuclear matter shows the saturation at the lightest pion mass,
but the saturation point deviates from the empirical one obtained 
by Weizsacker mass formula.  

No saturation for Neutron matter.
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Pressure of Neutron matter 
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Our Neutron matter becomes harder as the pion mass decreases,
but it is still softer than phenomenological models.
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